The Bariatric Blogger page is a blog that allows our authors a space to express their opinions about weight loss surgery and a variety of other health-related topics. We have a passion for writing and helping others through their weight loss journeys.

ABOUT OUR READERS

- 93% Female and 7% Male
- 68% ages 25-64
- Low Bounce Rate of 6.25%

RATE CARD

SPONSORED BLOG POST PACKAGE

- $0.15/word (minimum of 500 words)
- Includes 2 links
- Post promotion on Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest

SHARED SPONSORED POST PACKAGE

- $50.00
- 1 link and brand mention
- Post Promoted on Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest

A LA CARTE SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS

- Instagram Post - $10.00
- Facebook Post - $5.00
- Pinterest Pin - $10.00

SITE AD SPACE (MONTHLY RENT)

- Sidebar $50.00
- Home Page above the fold $100

Please email us for all other opportunity's to partner